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HAPPY SUMMER HOLIDAYS EVERYONE

Tiger Roll and Davy Russell coming in at Aintree after winning
their 2nd Grand National
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Natter from Sarah
Here is the last edition before our summer holidays so I hope you
enjoy the bumper edition.
We have had a wonderful stable visit to Philip Hobbs yard on
Bank Holiday Saturday at the end of April and were treated to Defi
Du Seuil and Rock The Kasbah posing for photos and going up the
gallops. Philip and Johnson White assistant trainer took us round
and Sarah Hobbs was a lovely hostess serving drinks and biscuits.
It is a yard I try and get to every year and well worth the visit.
We had our cheque presentation at Cheltenham Races in April
which Andrew Thornton kindly accepted for IJF along with
jockeys Wayne Hutchinson and Nico de Boinville.
Some of us did the Punchestown Festival and had a wonderful
time with stable visits to Gavin Cromwell and Jessie Harrington
along with some brilliant racing.
On a personal note Volcanic aka Toffee went in his first dressage
tests with my friend Jo riding him. He did better than I could have
hoped by winning the Intro and coming 5th in the Prelim 13. He
was let down by his left canter but I knew that was a problem so
it’s something to work on.
Have a wonderful summer everyone and see you out and about.

TIPSTER COMPETITION UPDATE
April brought no change to the overall leader with Richard Shaw collecting enough
points to fend off a late surge by Hugh Edwards who, in scoring 135pts during the
month, leapt into 2nd place and just 5pts from pole position. The final Festival at
Punchestown could provide some surprises in the Competition, perhaps?
Please note: ALL prizes will be confirmed and paid out after the end of the
competition.
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Steve Hearle chased Hugh Edwards all the way through April to end up joint Top Scorers with
135pts in April. Along with Richard Shaw, all three competitors deserve our Congratulations
along with their respective £10 Prizes.
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TIPSTER COMPETITION FINAL UPDATE

Although the scene was set for a dramatic Punchestown Festival to end the
Tipster Competition, in fact, the ‘Podium’ remained almost unchanged from
the end of April leaderboard.

Richard Shaw’s winning points score of 475pts secured a 2nd Tipster Competition win
for him, his previous win coming five years ago.
Hugh Edwards secured the very commendable Runner-up spot with 470pts, just 5pts
behind the winning score.
Just 10pts behind the Runner-up was Susan Pannikar, who scored 460pts and our
Congratulations go to Richard, Hugh and Susan on their respective achievements in
this long-standing Competition.
A full list of confirmed prize-winners and their respective awards will be given at the
earliest in the next Club Magazine and paid out as soon as possible.

Please don’t forget that you can track the status of your entries on-line by accessing www.ctcrc.
co.uk, selecting ‘MENU’ and then ‘Tipsters Competition’.
If you have any questions about your entry, or its status, please contact Tony Coleman

either on
07795 146242 or by e-mail at tonyandles@aol.com.

RICHARD DAVIS AWARD
For the Top Conditional Jockey riding at Cheltenham, Chepstow,
Hereford, Ludlow, Stratford, Warwick and Worcester during the period
6th May 2018 – 27th April 2019
(Sponsored by the Cheltenham &Three Counties Race Club)
Scoring: a Winner 10 points, a Second 7 points, a Third 4 points, a
Fourth 2 points.
Final Placings for the 2018 – 2019 season

1st

Richard Patrick

223 pts

2nd

Bryony Frost

215 pts

3rd

Jonjo O’Neill Jr

180 pts

4th

Charlie Hammond

139 pts

5th

Rex Dingle

105 pts

Richard Davis was a talented jump jockey tragically killed in a fall
over fences in 1996. This award is named in his memory.

The Life of Lucy, Dodge and Pacha.
So it’s come to that time of year
again, the end of the jumping
season and the final time I’m
writing this before it all kicks
off again in the autumn. We’ve
had an amazing year, both
at home with the boys and at
work with Paul and the yard!
Winning the championship
back again has definitely put
a spring back in to everyone’s
step. I cannot wait for it to
all kick off again, but first an
exciting summer with my boys.
Dodge and the new addition,
Pacha.

Pacha has settled in well over
the last month and getting on
very well with Dodge. They
have become the best of
friends lately and putting on
weight nicely!

that I won’t have to work on
Pacha relaxing and slowing
up. They are two very different
horses, Pacha is a very laid
back horse that is steady and
a stayer as every one knows.
Dodge was a very uptight
horse that always wanted to go
everywhere at full speed. That
has been the biggest challenge
for Dodge and I but we’ve got
there and are now in full speed
to move forward.

beach, cross country schooling,
lessons and general nice
rides around the countryside. I
cannot wait for it to come!!

We hope everyone has a
brilliant summer and see you
on the flip side.
Love
Over the next few months,
Pacha plans to have a few
more weeks in the field before
getting back under saddle and
working away. I’m very much
looking forward to getting him
going in his new life, getting
the flat work up together then
going on with the jumping and
everything else! One difference
between Pacha and Dodge is

Lucy, Dodge and Pacha.x

Dodge is looking very well and
moving forward in his new life.
We are having great fun and
Dodge in enjoying life to the
full. We have a few outings
planned over the summer
with some friends. Trips to the

Editor: Congratulations to Paul
Nicholls on winning the trainers
title.
Also to Lucy having the
pleasure of being ‘mummy’ to
both Dodge and Pacha.

John Hales Article

The season has come to an end
and it is time to lay down the
plans for next season. Our season
ended with Aux Ptits Soins going
to Punchestown for the 3 mitle
Stayers Hurdle which was a Grade
1 race “ Sergio” finished a very
creditable 5th but was not able
to get a clear run from the last
bend. He also needs longer than 4
weeks between races following his
win at Aintree. He will be entered
in grade 1 races next season.

Aux Ptits Soins
I have decided to sell The
Dellercheckout and Ibis Du Rheu.
The Dellercheckout will be sold at
the forthcoming Doncaster sales.
He showed excellent form when
winning at Taunton. Unfortunately
Harry Cobden thought he had a
problem when pulling him up at
Chepstow but we later found out
that there was no problem and he

goes to the sale a perfectly sound
horse. People will wonder why I
want to sell a horse with potential.
At my age I want to concentrate
on horses I consider to have the
potential of being Grade 1 horses.
In my opinion The Dellercheckout
will not be a Grade 1 horse but
will win a lot of races competing
at a lower level. IBis Du Rheu is a
Cheltenham Festival winner and is
still a young horse. However I do not
think he can win Grade 1 races. He
would be a perfect buy for Hunter
Chasing and I would consider
him to be top class at this level.
I have made 2 purchases and
both horses are now in the field
at Lisa’s Farm. At the sale at the
Aintree Grand National Meeting I
purchased “Grandads Cottage” a
4yo by Shantou. He won his only
Point to Point race at Portrush. He
seems to have a very good “engine”
and jumps very well. I promised I
would support Oliver Murphy and
he will be going there for next
season. Another exciting purchase
is Fidelio Vallis a 4 yo French bred
by Saint et Saint. He has only had
2 races one was when he was 2nd
in a 3yo Bumper and 2nd in his
first hurdle race. He is a beautiful
looking horse and stands at 16.2
hands. He has great potential.
He is going to Paul Nicholls. The

Gi Gi partnership had already
acquired A 4yo Flash Collonges
by one of my favourite Sires Dom
Alco. He is now with Paul Nicholls
and showing a lot of promise.

The line up for next season is:
Politologue.
Will concentrate on 2 miles
following his brilliant performance
at the Festival in the Champion
Chase. Will have a wind op in
July..
Paul Nicholls.
Fidelio Vallis.
AQPS French Bred 4yo.
Paul Nicholls
Flash Collonges
Gi Gi partnership
AQPS French Bred. 4yo.
Paul Nicholls
Marie Banrigh.
Now fully recovered from a
fracture of the Pelvis. Will now go
over fences and is a very exciting
prospect.
Dan Skelton.

Eclair D’Ainay
One I put top of my list for next
season. Now fully recovered from
a Pelvic problem and planning to
go over fences.
Dan Skelton.
Protektorat
Horse with a great potential still
only 4 yo will have a great future
Dan Skelton.
Aux Ptits Soins
Will be in Grade 1 over hurdles.
Dan Skelton
Grandads Cottage.
Will be in Bumpers and Novice
Hurdles. 4 yo
Ollie Murphy
Brio Conte.
Gi Gi partnership.
Should have a great season over
fences.
Paul Nicholls.
.
Have a great summer and see
you next season.
John.

AINTREE
By Katie Miller
Grand National 2019
On the last day of term my
school always closes just after
lunch time. This worked out
a treat this Easter holidays
as it allowed Dad, Mum and I
to start our journey to Aintree
nice and early. This year we
decided to stay overnight
at Chester to give Mum the
chance to explore the city on
the Saturday when we were
watching the big race.
We woke bright and early on
the day of the race, stopped for
a spot of breakfast and headed
off to the course. The last leg
of the journey was a little bit
adventurous – we learnt that
our SatNav was not quite as
up to date as it should be and
for a while we were totally lost!
Eventually TuTu Bear Right
(as she is called) worked out
where we were and in no time
we were driving into the race
course car park and waiting
for the security team to check
the car over; front, back, inside
and even a mirror to check the
underneath.

The car was parked in the
middle of the course but still a
fair way from the Stands so we
hopped onto one of the fleet
of shuttle buses. We arrived
really early, the gates had only
just opened, but already a big
crowd was starting to build
up. Looking out of the bus
window at the huge Stands and
catching quick glimpses of the
National fences was all very
exciting.
Our first stop of the day was
to visit Red Rum. Although it
was still early, several people
had already left flowers and
polos for the great horse. The
Course Walk is one of my
favourite parts of the day and
is always a lot of fun. You can
get right up close to the fences
and see how big they really
are; not just the height but also
how wide they are too. For
example on the TV the Canal
Turn looks sharp but when
you stand next to the fence
and see how tall it is and just
how incredibly sharp the bend
it is quite amazing. I think
if I tried to jump that I would
probably fall off ! While walking
around we met up with a lady
called Mary who met Dad at
Wincanton a few weeks ago

with the Owners Group. She
knows Bryony and sometimes
travels to races with Jimmy
(Bryony’s Dad). That was
really cool. Of course when we
bought our tickets I had hoped
that we would be cheering B on
in the race but her injury meant
that this time she would be
working for ITV Racing instead.
As we were chatting away with
Mary so an ITV mini bus came
along the road in the opposite
direction and there sat in the
front and giving us a wave was
Bryony. By now I was sure it
was going to be a good day!
Having collected our Course
Walk badges we headed off in
the direction of the Weighing
Room to get our bearing and
take a look at the Race Card.
Already the crowds were
starting to build up though
the first race was hours away.
As we turned the corner a
beautiful young lady came
towards us in a wonderful outfit
and with a huge smile on her
face. “Hello Katie, how are you
doing?” It was Bryony and she
looked absolutely stunning.
After a quick chat with her we
made our way to the Parade
Ring to watch the parade of

past champions. In particular
we were looking out for Silver
Birch who won the race for
Gordon Elliott in 2007. He was
being led around by Fiona who
has recently joined CTCRC
and is a lecturer at Hartpury
University; indeed it was Fiona
who led him up in 2007. Silver
Birch is now 22 but looked
every inch like he was fit
enough to have another go
at the race. After the parade,
the champions were taken into
the cooling off area. We had
arranged to meet Fiona there
who said I could come in and
meet Silver Birch. To be up
so close to a Grand National
winner and at Aintree too was
just fantastic and something I
will remember for a long time.

As we made our way out of the
cooling off area so Katie Walsh
came walking towards us. I
quickly grabbed my pen and

asked her for an autograph.
She was really kind, we had a
nice chat and she even offered
to help me get some of the
other lady jockey’s autographs
too. She was super nice.
The races were about to
start so we headed off to the
steps in front of the Weighing
Room to watch the racing and
to see if I could get my race
card signed. The trainers
and jockeys are so kind; I
managed to get quite a few
including Rachael, Bridget and
Jessica Harrington. We may
have been a long way from
home but we also bumped into
several CTCRC members, one
of our fellow MPR shareholders
and Mike who is a fellow
#GoRacingGreen supporter.
As we were chatting away
Dad took a phone call. I did
not think too much of it at the
time but a few moments later
Fiona appeared and asked if
I would like her 2019 Randox
Health Grand National jacket
which she had worn during
the parade. I really could not
believe it and said yes very
quickly! I was so happy; it
was a lovely thing for her to do
[Note from Dad – it has been
worn almost continually since! ]

Soon it was time for the big
race. Last year we opted to
watch from the Parade Ring
but this year we headed to
the Stands to see the race
itself (me in my new jacket!).
We had a great view of the
start and could see up the
course to the winning post too.
Before the race the horses are
paraded in front of the Stands.
When they announced Tea
For Two (Lizzie) and Vaseur
Lido (Rachael) I cheered very
loudly! The flag dropped and
the race started to a huge
roar from the crowd. We had
a brilliant view of the finish –
Tiger is in the lead, the crowd
is roaring, we are shouting
‘come on Davy’ ‘ go on Tiger’
and then there is a huge cheer
as he became to first horse
to win back to back Nationals
since Red Rum. What a
champion.

We hurried our way through
the crowds back to the Parade
Ring to watch the presentation.
I was ecstatic not only because
Tiger had won but also as
Magic of Light trained by
Jessica Harrington finished 2nd.
The day then got even better
when Davy Russell signed my
Race Card over the entry for
Tiger Roll ‘to Katie’.

lady looking after the cup very
kindly let me hold it. I was
holding the cup that had only
just been won by Tiger Roll!!!!
All in all I had a really great
day and would like to thank
everyone who helped to make
it happen. As a well known
lady jockey might say – it was
savage!

All too soon the racing was
over and we had to think about
making our way home. As we
were leaving we happened
to see Bryony again so had
a final chat. We then popped
into the museum that was full
of old trophies, race cards and
other memorabilia covering the
history of the race. There at
the end was the 2019 Grand
National trophy itself about to
be packed away safely. The

Katie Walsh

For information just in case
members of CTCRC don’t know
but Katie Walsh has Thousand
Stars and she rides him at
Punchestown Festival to go and
interview the winning jockeys
of the big races. While they were
waiting between races, fans were
going to meet both Katie and Stars

and pat the gorgeous tough little
grey.

Jessica Kelsall Interview
By Jo O’Neill

Jessica Kelsall is the daughter of
former Worcestershire-based trainer
Peter. Racing runs in her blood and,
through the Northern Racing College in
Doncaster, she is trying to safeguard the
future of racing through its youngest
and newest staff.

I then had a Connemara/Thoroughbred
pony who joined in with Dad’s string,
so when I was 12-14, we had great fun
exercising up the Malvern Hills.
After that, I started exercising the
racehorses. We had a mixed range of
rides and I got some good experience
and had my first spin on the local gallops
which was hugely exciting. After that,
there was no looking back!
What is your favourite memory?
My family having a Cheltenham winner.

Please detail your childhood around
racehorses:
I was introduced to horses very young.
My father and uncle owned racehorses
and I accompanied them to the yard as a
toddler. I started lessons aged 4 at a local
riding school and truly caught the horse
bug!
At 7, I was fortunate enough to get
my first pony as we moved to a lovely
place with land in Hanley Swan. She
was a little chestnut mare who lived up
to the stereotype! I galloped around
cross-country courses and showjumping
rings out of control, giving my parents
premature grey hairs! She was a menace
but was a great preparation for the
racehorses.

There’s no better place for atmosphere,
history and the feeling of watching your
horse come up that hill in front. Rufius
winning was an emotional day; a lot had
gone into his preparation as he wasn’t
the easiest character, making it all the
sweeter. I was so proud of him and, with
it being a family effort, it was special. For
a small yard like us to beat the ‘big boys’
was pretty satisfying!

Which was your favourite horse and
why?
The lovely Rufius! He was a beautiful
dark bay gelding with a big star; the
main reason I fell in love with racing.
He was sensitive, very nervous; a real
challenge to keep happy. He used to
get extremely stressed and hated being
stabled overnight so lived out for most of
his racing career. I’ll never forget catching
him from the field on the morning of his
Cheltenham win and seeing his muzzle
whiskers all frozen!
We formed a deep bond, he trusted me,
and I tried to understand his quirks and
ensure his happiness. I felt physically sick
watching him run – all I wanted was him
back safe and sound. I was a nervous
wreck until after the last!

Sadly, we lost him last year at the grand
age of 25. He’ll always be missed and
fondly remembered: a legend.
Which trainers have you worked for\
ridden out for?
Between 16-22, I worked with my father
Peter full-time before starting work for
NRC. I’ve been lucky to ride out for
several trainers, including Ian Williams,
John Spearing, Richard Lee, Nigel
Twiston-Davies, Jonjo O’Neill and Alan
King. It’s always interesting to see how
trainers differ, their facilities and fantastic
gallops. Over the years, I’ve ridden very
nice horses in stunning locations, which
I’m grateful for.
Do you ride out?
I ride out weekly for my local trainer,
Ian Williams, which I love. There’s a
great bunch of people, lovely horses and
plenty of banter!
How, when and why did you get a job as
an instructor at the NRC?

It was New Year’s Eve, so the
celebrations were amazing!

I rode him every day in training and he
looked after me in my first point-topoint. He followed me to the NRC in his
retirement and put plenty of students
through their paces with his antics…
certainly teaching many to use their neck
strap!

I started as an Instructor in June 2010; I’d
just finished training with my father and
sought a new challenge. I’d always been
interested in the idea of teaching and
when the chance arose to combine this
with my love of horse racing, I wanted to
go for it. I went up to Doncaster for the
interview, not quite sure what to expect
and got the job!
In your years as an instructor, what was
the funniest thing that happened?
Oh wow… there are so many!
My favourite funny memory is an
unforgettable first lot one Monday
morning. I was teaching a group of 14

students in the indoor school and the
horses were feeling fresh and well. A few
liked to buck and kick out at the boards
and one did just that… It was like a
domino effect…

having been through hard times with the
odds stacked against them. To see them
come out the other side and have a new
career, home and a fresh start provided
through racing is heart-warming.

We finished up with about 10 loose
ones. It was comparable to the stampede
scene out of Disney’s Lion King. Being ON
FOOT in the middle of loose horses is not
recommended!

And the shortfalls?

Trying to catch horses, attend to the
riders on the ground (lots of screaming
and crying) and trying to persuade those
who were still on board not to jump off
was certainly an experience I’ll never
forget! I think a few could have been
extras in War Horse off the back of that
morning! Happily, no one was hurt,
and we all had a good giggle about it
afterwards.
What was the most rewarding part of
the job?
Without a doubt, seeing the
improvement in individual students on
the course. It was rewarding to see how
far some could come in such a short
space of time. There were often students
with very little experience or low selfconfidence, and you would work with
them day in, day out to build on this.
There would be tears, tantrums (and
accident reports along the way!) but to
see them at Graduation showing what
they’ve learnt to all their loved ones was
brilliant. Then, hearing about how well
they went on to do in their placements
and some even being nominated for the
Godolphin Newcomer Awards makes
you incredibly proud to have played a
small part in their journey. I’ve seen
several students turn their lives around,

It is a huge ask to teach each student
everything they need to know and have
all the skills needed for the industry
in the 12-week timeframe. In the
beginning, many trainers expected the
finished article: a polished rider who was
competent and efficient and could just
slot straight into the yard routine. This
sadly was often not possible.
In recent years, the new work experience
- aspect of their placements and the
industry’s realisation for the need to
invest in the staff of the future and
support those who need more training
and time to develop, things have
improved. Trainer’s expectations are now
more realistic, and the college course
has also adjusted to focus on the main
priority of helping to mould good future
employees.
How and why did you make the change
to become a roving assessor?
I was given this chance in November
2016 when a job covering my home area
became available.
This was a chance for me to move
back to the Midlands, and was a new
challenge professionally, so I felt it
was the right thing to do. I was also
interested to have more interaction with
the employers and see the students
using the skills they had been taught.
It’s lovely to see students who I taught

years ago now doing fantastically in their
careers. I often bump into ex-students
who are now in senior roles and it’s
brilliant to see.
Describe your present duties:
I cover the Midlands and South area,
from Birmingham to Brighton and Wales.
Visiting the students in their yards on
a 4-6-week rotation, I check on their
progress, make sure they’re happy and,
if they have any issues or concerns, I
help them deal with these. It’s important
that our students don’t feel alone
and always know they have a support
network (particularly the younger ones
who are far from home). I work closely
with Racing Welfare to make sure all
students are looked after and have the
support and advice they need. I also help
my students work towards achieving
their qualifications. Most of them will
have achieved their level 1 diploma at
NRC and so will work on their level 2
and 3 in the workplace. They can also
complete exams for transportation and
technical certificates as well as functional
skills. Many need support to apply
for specialist courses as they progress
further with their careers.

ones who haven’t completed them have
been students who leave racing having
decided it’s not the career for them.
The students who choose to do their
level 3 are usually motivated types, keen
to learn new skills and progress in the
industry to senior or diverse roles. It’d
be great to see more students wanting
to progress and enrol on the level 3 in
future.
What qualifications go beyond Level 3?
Currently there is no level 4 qualification,
however there is a Thoroughbred
Industry MBA running at Liverpool
University. This focuses on sporting
industry management. They are
redesigning a new programme for
September 2019, making the course a
viable option for those working in racing.
There are also many specialist courses
put on by the racing schools for staff, like
license courses, coaching qualifications
and management courses. There are
a wide variety of courses provided by
Racing Welfare who have a fantastic
careers and advice service.

How successful are the NVQs for the
pupils?
Do many complete their Level 2 and 3?
Last year, the success rates for the workbased learners were excellent. We have
an 85% success rate with our level 2
learners and 95% success rate with our
level 3s. Many learners want to complete
their level 2s as part of their first job
in racing. In my experience, the only

Are there any limitations with the racing
schools?
The main limitation is the lack of time.

When you have a diverse range of
students starting on the same day and
you’re trying to reach a certain outcome
with them all in twelve weeks, it’s always
going to be challenging. All students
learn differently and take differing
amounts of time to gain certain skills,
giving a broad range of results.
This is where we need to have the
support of trainers and senior staff in
the workplace to then continue the
development of their new staff and help
mould them into the dedicated staff of
the future who care for their horses well
and are passionate about what they are
doing.
The mentoring qualification is a great
idea for senior staff. These people are
key to helping the new staff settle in
and develop, so without their input and
support we’ll always be fighting an uphill
battle. I feel that these senior staff who
take the newcomers under their wing
and do a lot of work behind the scenes
(often unpaid or unnoticed!) need to
be recognised and praised more for
this. Potentially a mentoring/coaching
qualification could be a nice addition
to an experienced staff member’s CV,
enabling them to gain further career
progression, potential pay increases as
well as helping the staff of the future get
the best possible start in employment
(win-win situation!).
And any limitations with the racing
yards that the pupils are assigned to?
Again, just the time factor… Yards are
extremely busy. Therefore, finding the
time to train new staff and allow for any
shortcomings can be difficult. Those
yards that have plenty of staff, can

manage new students’ rides and allow
for their inexperience, tend to do better
with the Foundation course graduates.
They have realistic expectations about
what someone can learn/be taught in
12 weeks and have more successful
outcomes. This has improved massively
in the last few years. I’m very lucky as
most of the yards I visit are extremely
supportive of NRC students. We’ve
developed good working relationships
with several yards who weren’t keen to
take on racing school graduates in the
past.
Why do you think the well-known
staffing crisis in racing has occurred?
A lot is to do with modern society and
the work/life expectations of today. Now,
people want an equal balance between
their work and social life, and rightly so.
However, when working with animals,
this is always going to be a struggle,
unless you have the staff to cover a
reasonable and viable rota as horse
welfare inevitably comes first.
Racing has improved with this, in terms
of afternoons off and the progression
to working one in three weekends
instead of every other. This is particularly
something that all yards should strive
towards, as this has a hugely positive
impact on staff morale.
Also, the new initiative from some
trainers moving away from split shifts has
been positive and should be more widely
looked at by others. Some yards have
kicked the traditional ‘morning stables,
break and back to evening stables’
routine and now staff have the option to
work through so they can be finished by
3pm. This gives staff the chance to have

a more ‘normal’ working week and they
then have the time to do things after
work and make more plans, giving them
the social aspect a lot of them crave.
This, however, can only work if there’s
enough people willing to work the
evening stables hours, so I do appreciate
not all yards can offer this.
The industry is going to have to keep
evolving and changing with the times in
order to attract more young people, so
hopefully this will continue to improve
with the support of organisations like
NARS, NTF and RW.
The key thing for me will always be
passion. People need to be passionate
about their job and genuinely love what
they’re doing. This is something which
we endeavour to instil into the students
at the racing school from the very
beginning, but it also has to come from
within the individual. If the passion isn’t
there, then inevitably I think people will
continue to look for an ‘easier option’.
My view is that racing needs to have
passionate, dedicated and skilled staff to
ensure it continues to prosper, but the
industry needs to be appealing in order
to initially attract those sorts of people.
Describe your typical day:
No day is ever the same for me, which I
love!
I currently have about 63 students in
my area, so getting all their visits in on
the 4-6-week rotation takes planning!
I usually spend 3-4 days a week on
the road visiting students and the
other time is spent writing my reports,
updating records, planning and liaising

with trainers, the college and other
organisations as necessary.
Some days, things crop up unexpectedly:
a two-hour journey can become a fourhour one if there are issues on the
roads. You soon learn which times of day
to avoid certain places! Though, I still
haven’t found a good time to be on the
M25!
My days can range from 8-14 hours,
depending on where in the country
I’m working and how many students
I’m visiting. I had a student in deepest,
darkest Wales and the round trip took
7 hours! Days like that can be long,
fortunately I enjoy driving and it’s always
interesting to visit different places. My
spaniel-cross Alfie is my travel buddy and
we often stop for a quick leg-stretch on
longer journeys. So far, his favourite has
been a lunchbreak on Brighton beach
before heading to the racecourse!
Every 6 weeks, I return to the NRC to
meet the new groups of students. I
watch them riding out and working on
the yards, plus give them some feedback
in preparation for their start in the
workplace. This gives us the chance to
get to know each other and means they
feel more comfortable asking me for
support when they have started their
new jobs.
I’m privileged to have a job that allows
me to combine my love of racing with my
work supporting students, and it’s also
lovely bumping into familiar faces and
old friends. My hope is that my students,
too, make lifelong friends, have lots of
fun and enjoy the industry as much as
I did, and if I can help them in any way
possible then I’m happy.

Ladies In Racing 2019
April’s Club Meeting

The last club night of the current
season and on the same day as
Cheltenham races and the injured
jockey’s football match. Turnout
though was very good, eventually,
and with those present sitting
snugly the guests were brought
forth. Alexandra Dunn who is a
trainer from down in Somerset,
Paige Fuller, jockey who rides
for Jamie Snowden and Tabitha
Worsley, amateur rider and
winner of the Foxhunters and
this years Aintree festival. Peter
Collier decided to show previous
chairpersons how it should be
done and bravely hosted the
evening himself.
Alexandra started by telling how
she had begun in the sport which
was by way of eventing. Having

reached a tidy standard and long
listed for the Europeans she was
being coached by Leslie Law who
gave her a piece of advice which
altered her direction in life. “I’ve
got an Olympic gold medal and
I’m training you for £40 an hour...
why don’t you get into racing?”
This resulted in Alex buying 3
horses and doing a bit of riding
and importantly starting to think
she may be able to train the
horses better if she used eventing
standards to improve horse
behaviour and increase things like
balance so the jockeys could do
more with them. Having met her
partner Tom, a professional show
jumper she started training for
neighbours and now has around
60 horses in training.
Tabitha didn’t seem to have much
choice about being involved with
horses in some way as both her
parents are masters in hunting
and so got involved with the pony
club at an early age. At 15 she
managed to persuade her mum
to get her a pointer and the race
riding took off from there. She
was at pains to point out how

much she appreciates the work
of trainers like Alex who provide
good horses thus making riding
more pleasurable. She listed a
host of injuries she has been
blighted with in her short career
including breaking vertebrae in a
fall at Ludlow in 2017.
Paige also came through the
pony club ranks and at the
tender age of 16 was given a
horse called Mount Benign from
Dai Williams which got her into
pointing and won her first race
on him. Paige managed to tear
herself away from pointing to
go off to university, but only
for four weeks! She began her
journey in National Hunt after
that at Alex’s and then on to
work mainly for Jamie Snowden
down in Lambourn. After winning
2 amateur championships she
turned pro last year.
The conversation then turned
onto what drives them on to
succeed. Alex simply loves
winning, at everything she does.
She was a very good athlete
and has used the drive and
determination learned in that
field to good effect in racing.
She puts all her winnings back
into the yard to keep driving it
forward and improving the quality

of the horses she has. Tabitha
enjoys riding for different trainers
including Laura Morgan, Robin
Dickin and Nick Gifford and loves
to pick up extras on the way as
they all train slightly differently.
She would love to stay riding as
long as possible and get even
more winners in the big races.
At this point she did own up to
watching recordings of Top Wood
wining the Foxhunters at least
once every day. Paige thrives on
riding out for different people
when she is around and about
on her travels and has even
ridden out for Willie Mullins. She
wouldn’t want to get into training
as this would involve dealing
with the owners but the thought
of achieving a listed or graded
winner in a good motivation.
All of the ladies agreed
syndication is a good way to
participate in racing as the costs
are more bearable but it is also
more fun, a point that they all
agreed was high on their own
agendas. They also agreed about
the next subject whip usage
saying they were needed to
wake up horses and keep them
on a straight line using flicks
not smacks. Women have an
advantage as they use brains not
brawn according to Alex!

Should ladies receive a weight
allowance was the next question
asked, with differing answers.
Trainer Alex said yes take it,
Tabitha was not so sure as she
would like to be seen as an equal
and Paige thought that she would
take it but it could lead to horses
going up into the wrong class. The
last question was what could be
improved in racing. Consistent
stewarding was the answer
from Tabitha, not building over

Kempton the reply from Alex and
Paige said she was saying nothing
as her dad is the chairman at
Kempton!!

Sandown:

All in all then a fun and
informative night giving us an
insight into the lives of three
dedicated and hard working ladies
involved in our favourite sport.

We have a routine in our house
on weekday mornings; a well
rehearsed plan to make sure
that all the necessary jobs are
done in time for Katie to catch
the school bus. This always
includes the family sitting down
for breakfast together where
the conversation invariably
includes a rundown of Bryony’s
rides that day! At end of March
with the season drawing to
a close and Bryony injured
but still leading the Stobbart
Champion Conditional Jockey
race, the conversation changed
to how her opponents were
faring and whether they were
going to catch her up in the
final days of the season. As
the days passed I knew it
was only a matter of time
before a particular subject was
raised and sure enough with
a week to go the breakfast
conversation included “Dad,
can we go to Sandown on
Saturday?” It happened the
tickets had already been
purchased!

By
Mike Lawrence

CLUB EVENTS:

Stable Visits:
July - Upton Viva Stud (date tbc)
October - Noel Williams (date tbc)
October 16th - Gordon Elliott
Alex Dunn (date tbc)
Nicky and Matt Sheppard (date tbc)
Next Club Evening:
Wednesday September 18th

If anyone wants to be informed of any visits we have over the summer
break or those above please do send me an email ctcrcstablevisits@
gmail.com
If anyone has any ideas for guests or can write an article for the
newsletter please do email me ctcrcchairman@gmail.com

Last day of the Season

We arrived bright and early

so as to be sure we could
enjoy all of the activities of the
day; such as waiting for the
turnstiles to open. Dad rather
misjudged the journey time
again! However, it did mean
that we had a great chance
to take a look at the end of
season trophies that were on
display and we even managed
to get a photo of Katie and the
rather striking silver horse head
award that would be going to
Bryony. The crowds built up
quickly and there was defiantly
a buzz of anticipation about the
day and the dramas that could
unfold.
First port of call for us was the
Jockey Signing Hub that was
set up by Stobbarts. We’ve
not seen too much of their van
this season but it’s a really
great initiative for the young
race goers in particular, with
pre-printed cards that can be
collected free of charge and
used to collect autographs.
Today it was Richard Johnson
and a young lady from Devon
who were signing and as you
can imagine there was quite
a crowd and a lot of happy
faces. It is precisely initiatives
such as this and the really
excellent Junior Jumpers Day

that Cheltenham ran recently
that fire the imagination of the
youngsters who, after all, will
be the owners and race goers
of the future. We can be quick
to be critical of race courses,
quite rightly sometimes, but
this is one area where praise is
due.
No sooner had the race
card been signed it was
time to watch the Parade of
Champions; nine of the best
horses you could wish to see,
Clan Des Obeaux, Cyrname,
Coneygree, Kalashnicov, La
Bague Au Roi, Paisely Park,
Pentland Hills, The New One
and Frodon. There was now a
good crowd of people around
the Parade Ring and, despite
the numbers and being quite a
way from home we soon met
up with some fellow CTCRC
members to chat and enjoy
the presentation of the awards
and cheer the winners; Richard
Johnson, Paul Nicholls, JP
McManus and to the delight
of my Junior Jumper, Bryony
Frost. There was also a
special award for Noel Fehily
too.
After the presentation Katie
was keen to take her young

racing friend who we’d met up
with earlier in the day, to say
‘well done’ to Bryony. To her
enormous credit B not only
took time to have a chat with
the two girls but also let them
hold the trophy. Both girls,
particularly her friend, were
absolutely buzzing.

With the formalities over it was
down to the real business of
the day. It’s always easy to
see whether an Owners Group
horse is on the card; the purple
and black ties and scarves all
over the course is always a
giveaway. While each of the
shareholders own the smallest
fraction of the horse, there was
no mistaking the delight on a
lot of faces as Getaway Trump
took the Bet 365 Novices
Championship Final for Paul
and Harry Cobden. The
winners enclosure was quickly

surrounded by owners smiling,
shaking hands, taking photos
and really relishing their win.
Their excitement in wining set
the scene for what turned out
to be an excellent days racing.
Next up was the Bet 365
Oaksey Steeple Chase which
turned out to be another of
those memorable days for
Bryony and the wonderful
Black Corton, her 50th winner of
the season in her first ride back
after breaking a collar bone.
“How many fairytales am I
allowed to have and how many
horses allow me to have them?
Out there was a lot of pressure
on me and I didn’t want to do
wrong by him. I know we won
by a long way, but I wasn’t
letting him get caught today.
The fire was back in his belly
and I adore the little horse and
the team behind him. He is one
of my best horses and I love
him dearly.”

Amidst all the scenes of
celebration the news came
through that Josses Hill had
passed away after the race; a
terrible moment for the Seven
Barrows team. He is a horse
that will be missed by many.
The Sandown race card kept
giving and for many of the huge
crowd the Bet 365 Celebration
Steeple Chase was the main
event of the day. Could Altior
possible win his 19th straight
jump race? The Parade Ring
was packed with all eyes
straining to catch sight of the
champion who simply glistened
in the spring sunshine. Surely
nobody could beat him today?
But as the race started to
unfold it looked for a brief
period that the unthinkable
might just happen and then
just as it looked as though
they might have his number,
off he charged to a huge roar
and a reception deserving of a
real champion. The Winners
Enclosure was 10 deep in race
goers with people standing on
benches trying to get a view
of the champions return. It
was one of those ‘I was there’
moments that make up for
those cold and wet days in the
middle of winter.

A creditable mention must be
given to Vosne Romanee (Dr
Richard Newland and Sam
T-D) for the Foxtrot Partnership
which included some CTCRC
members who were delighted
with his run.
The Bet 365 Gold Cup is a
race steeped in history having
been run since 1957 when it
became the first commercial
sponsorship in British sport.
The list of previous winners
includes the likes of Arkle,
Desert Orchid and Mr Frisk.
Whether Alan King’s 7 year
old Talkischeap will rise to
this level only time will tell
but on this occasion he ran
out an impressive winner for
Wayne Hutchinson with the
incomparable The Young
Master (winner in 2016) in
second spot.
Other winners on what was a
wonderful days racing were

Younevercall (Kim Bailey and
David Bass), Larry (Jamie
and Garry Moore) and finally
Colonial Dreams for Nico and
Nicky.It was all in all a most
enjoyable days racing with
drama, excitement and the
pleasure of meeting up with
so many friends too. Bring on
2019/20.

.

Talkischeap
By David Miller

Editor: Just for information
the Jump Season Opener at
Sandown is on Sunday10th
November

IRELAND

Stable Visit to Gavin Cromwell
By Simon Guest

On Wednesday 1st May 2019, a small
group of members attended a visit
to Champion Hurdle winning Trainer
Gavin Cromwell.
On arrival we were greeted by his
head girl who gave us a brief tour
before Gavin was available, and we
were then invited into his home for
tea and biscuits with his wife and
dogs. There was then an informal Q
& A session, where Gavin gave us an
overview of his career. He confirmed
he was (and still is) a farrier by trade,
and one of his “clients” has been a
relatively unknown horse called Tiger
Roll !. He confirmed that he currently
has capacity for 50 horses, but
another barn was in mid construction
that could hold another 30 – amazing
what a Champion Hurdle winner
can do for you in terms of increasing
numbers.
Gavin said that he purchased the
land some 14 years ago, and there
was literally nothing on it, not even
the beautiful home we were sitting
in, so all the stables and gallops
have been developed from scratch.
He has made an offer to purchase
further land for another gallop
from a neighbouring farmer, but
he has become a victim of his own
success with the owner seemingly
holding out hoping for a better

offer. Unfortunately his Champion
Hurdler Espoir Dallen was nowhere
to be seen having gone back to JP
McManus for his summer holiday,
but there was a photo opportunity
for us of Gavin standing by the
horses box, proudly displaying the
Champion Hurdler plate on the door,
something which he confirmed was
given to him by Cheltenham on the
day of his victory.

He then took us up onto his two
furlong round gallops where a small
group of horses worked in front
of us, going both ways a couple of
times. A few members then left but
the rest of us were invited to stay as
he worked another group of horses.
These involved an un-named 2 year
old purchased at a recent sales for a
six figure sum. The two year olds in
the group then underwent a stalls
test, one of which had already made
its racecourse debut last week. The
experienced horse took at least 6
lengths out of the gates compared to
the unraced expensive purchase.
On a glorious morning it was a very
pleasurable visit, and thank you to
Gavin, his family and staff who made
us feel very welcome.

Stable Visit to Jessie Harrington
By Richard Purcell
The Thursday of our Punchestown
week started with a visit to the
Commonstown Stables of Jessie
Harrington in the village of Moone
County Kildare.
I had visited the stables in 2014,
again in Punchestown week, and
was interested to see if anything had
changed, the answer was very little
save for the addition of an impressive
work gallop.
Mrs Harrington’s daughters Emma
and Kate are still an integral part of
the set up and the house remains
exactly as I remember it even to
the presence of owner Michael
Buckley who unlike in my 2014 visit
accompanied us onto the gallops to
watch morning exercise.
It really doesn’t seem 12 years
since I saw the 17 year old Kate win
the Charity Bumper on Moscow
Flyer who had been brought out of
retirement for that very purpose.
They seemed to get a reception in
the winners enclosure equal to that
of the Gold Cup winner earlier in that
week.
Flat horses are now a much more
important part of the set up and
I recall the percentage quoted as
70% in a yard which was previously
National Hunt dominated.

Mrs Harrington accompanied us up
onto the gallops to watch the string
exercise and gave us a tour of the
facilities. As we know all yards are
different and given the location of
Commonstown on the edge of the
Moone Hills it is no surprise to find
the terrain quite undulating.
The gallops consist of the new Work
Gallop which is a curved 7 furlong
hill with a Wexford sand and fibre
surface, The Round Gallop which is
4 furlongs of Wexford sand, The Hill
Gallop a 5 furlong steep uphill gallop
leading up into the Round Gallop at
the top of the hill.
Mrs Harringtons’ knowledge of her
charges and staff was apparent as
she questioned the performance of
each of the horses at the conclusion
of a piece of work.

and the very near miss with the same
horse in the Breeders Cup is clearly
still a very big fan of the jumping
game and spoke enthusiastically
about his Cheltenham Champion
Hurdle runner Brain Power.

answered and if he had it would have
robbed us of Harry Fry’s gymnastics
demonstration in front of us in the
grandstand. The synchronised leaps
of Harry and Mrs Fry were a joy to
witness.

The gallops visit over we retired
to the kitchen for hot drinks and
biscuits where the two ladies spoke
enthusiastically about the chances of
Not Many Left in the Stayers Hurdle
that afternoon.

Perhaps our visit did bring some
luck to the stables as they took the
Thursday opener with Polished Steel
who went some way to paying for
the trip of one very grateful club
member.

Come the race it seemed their
optimism was well founded as
Puppy Power brought the horse
into a very close challenging third
place at the last only to hit the top
of the hurdle and fall. Whether
he would have conquered the
revitalised Youknowwhatimeanharry
is a question which will never be

Punchestown
By Charlotte Bird

We did not visit the boxes on this
occasion but they consist of two
yards of 20 and 70 horses.
It was interesting to chat with Mr
Buckley who despite his success with
Toast of New York in the UAE Derby

What a joy to attend a meeting
where everyone is there because
they love National Hunt racing. No
drunkenness or brawling which
have recently tainted various
venues this side of the Irish Sea.
Apart from the weather on the
opening day – and who has any
control over that? – everything
was perfect. Top class racing, over
a variety of courses, surrounded

by the most stunning scenery.
I’m afraid I don’t ‘do’ queues
which eliminates some meetings
immediately. Punchestown has
enough facilities to ensure that
whether you fancied a glass
of champagne, a cuppa or the
inevitable trip to the loo, all could
be achieved with the minimum of
bother.
Neither my travelling companion
nor I fancied driving so we booked
into the Killashee Hotel as it runs

a shuttle bus between the hotel
and the course. Not only that but
complimentary glasses of fizz are
served after breakfast. Definitely
my sort of establishment! The
buzz in the bar after the first day’s
racing was brilliant. Trainers,
owners and mere race goers
regaling tales of derring-do. It
was brilliant. With a table booked
for 20.30 we finally made it
at 21.15 such was the level of
entertainment to be had with our
new found friends.
An overwhelming feature of
our brief visit was the genuine
friendliness of total strangers.
This started on the Ryanair
flight from Birmingham. It
had the atmosphere of a

Punchestown
By Sarah Matthews
Ireland has definitely become my
second home. I landed on the
Tuesday and headed for the Irish
National Stud along with Mike and
Sarah Lawrence, this has become
a first day ritual and as usual the
weather was a bit wet. We always go
and say hello to ‘The Legends’ and
any new arrivals who are gallivanting
around in the fields.
Members of CTCRC (who could make
it and who I could get in touch with)
had 2 stable visits to Gavin Cromwell

charabanc outing. The race
goers immediately identifiable by
cascades of ubiquitous badges
and the chatter heightened
by expectation of what the
following five days would hold.
Tips exchanged, thoughts on the
going and the offer of a lift from
Dublin Airport to the hotel by my
opposite number across the aisle.
What a star!
This brief overview is for people
– like me until April 30– who have
never ventured to the Festival but
wonder if they should go for the
much lauded craic. Those who
are seasoned fans know it. I do
now. We can’t wait for next year’s
event.

the week horse wise are of old
favourites getting their heads in
front, Cheltenham heroes doing it
again, favourites of mine running
and coming home safe and
retirees. So I’m obviously talking
about: OO Seven, Un De Sceaux,
Unowhatimeanharry, Klassical
Dream, Buveur D’Air , Caid Du
Berlais, Aux Petit Soin, Defi De Seuil,
My Sister Sarah, Snow Falcon and
Ballycasey (retiree). On the human
side Ruby Walsh hung up his boots
and got soaked for his troubles and
a new star was born in the shape of
Barry Maloneys daughter, when she
was interviewed on the win of Heron
Heights. If you haven’t seen it do look
it up as her enthusiasm is brilliant.

For those of you who have not
been to Punchestown it is highly
recommended and if anyone wants
any advice do get in touch.

and Jessie Harrington as previously
mentioned arranged for Wednesday
and Thursday mornings respectively
and a few of us also had a quick
detour and had a look at the new
Curragh.
The charity race ‘Say Yes to Organ
Donation’ always finishes The
Punchestown Festival off in great
style and was won this year by Kate
Kelly on Manomine.

As for Punchestown: it did not
disappoint. My memories of

I have the pleasure of knowing
quite a few of the lads and lasses
and always manage to get a quick
catch up and I was even used as a
distraction by one lass as her horse
went on to win .... I have my uses!
Thank you to those of you who kept
me company in my usual spot in the
stands and at various lunch venues.

B.H.A
As racegoers we often
see British Horseracing
Authority (BHA) personnel at
racecourses but do we know
what they do? Some BHA
staff roles appear to be fairly
obvious but others maybe
not so. Consequently I asked
three BHA members if they
would provide CTCRC with
a brief description of their
backgrounds and their roles
within the BHA. Ollie Mans
(Clerk to the Scales), Jane
Harry (Equine Vet) & Lee
Jones (Equine Welfare and
Integrity Officer) all kindly
accepted my request and
here are their responses.

Jane Harry writes:I have been an equine vet for 18
years, enjoying a hugely varied
career caring for everything from
children’s ponies, to race and
competition horses, mares and
foals, and happy hackers. As well
as the UK I’ve been lucky to work
abroad; in Dubai looking after
some of the world’s most valuable

horses, and Africa for welfare
organisations with the most
undervalued. I joined the British
Horseracing Authority (BHA) in
2016 which has enabled me to
combine my passions for equine
welfare and love of horse racing.
The BHA is the organisation which
regulates and runs horseracing.
There are currently 18 BHA vets
who along with a team of equine
welfare and integrity officers
(EWIOs) are responsible for
equine welfare and biosecurity
on the racecourse through preand post-race examinations,
vaccination checks, sampling,
and injury monitoring. We cover
a large amount of tracks within
our region and further afield.
Living a mile from Cheltenham
racecourse I’ve been privileged to
work there but have also ventured
as far as Hamilton, Brighton and
Newton Abbot. We are separate
to the racecourse vets who are
employed by the racecourses and
are responsible for treating any
injured horses; but work with
them closely sharing information,
identifying horses needing their
attention and lending a hand as
necessary. We also work alongside
the race-day stewards (racing’s
umpires), examining for them
horses that have underperformed
or if the jockey reports an issue;

and sampling horses which
they select post-race. All clinical
information from a day’s racing
is recorded so the next BHA vet
to encounter a particular horse
has his relevant history, and also
this provides data for analysis
to provide evidence on which to
base future welfare and safety
policies. Race-day sampling
involves a member of the EWIO
team collecting urine from the
selected horse. If a horse refuses
to oblige we take a blood sample
but this is quite rare as the EWIOs
are very skilled and patient!

lucky to be able to work with.

I have great colleagues in the
BHA race-day teams, many of
them ex-jockeys and stable staff
who know the industry inside
out; and it’s lovely meeting the
extremely dedicated travelling
stable staff and see the wonderful
relationships they have with their
horses. I’ve been lucky to witness
up-close some spine-tingling
moments like Big Orange’s Ascot
win and Kalashnikov’s recent
chasing debut; and even
sometimes on freezing winter
nights you see a very exciting
2yo just starting out. The best
thing about the job though is
the horses; these courageous,
trusting, sometimes daft,
wonderful animals that I feel very

3 EWIOS (Equine Welfare and
Integrity Officer).

Lee Jones writes:The BHA Race day teams at the
absolute minimum are made up of
the following:
2 Stewards
1 Assistant Steward
1 Clerk of the Scales
1 Judge
2 Starters
1 Veterinary Officer

There is a new role of a Raceday
Assistant (as this is new this year
they are training and not currently
at every meeting) and also a
handicapper is often present on
course. A racecourse inspector is
often there too and at the bigger
meetings investigating officers.
The EWIOS uphold the integrity of
horseracing in the stable yard. We
only allow access to the stabling
area to people with the correct
identification (stable pass/trainers
pass). We scan every horse before
it is allowed access to identify it
and often check its passport too for
vaccinations. At this stage we also
have a glance to check it has no
visible injuries or skin conditions and

if we are not happy about something
we inform the VO who will take it up
further. Every horse is also scanned
out of the yard on its way to the track
before it runs to confirm it is the
correct horse running in the correct
race. At least one EWIO will be in the
sampling unit to collect urine from
horses that the stewards pick to be
sampled post-race. If urine has not
been collected after one hour we
will call the VO (veterinary officer) to
collect blood samples instead.
EWIOS also accompany VOs on out of
competition tests.
The starters’ role is essentially split
in two, National Hunt and Flat. In NH
races the starters check the horses
girths when they arrive at the start
and check the head gear (cheek
pieces, blinkers etc) are correct. It is
the starters’ responsibility to get the
race off not before the advertised
off time and ensure it is the fairest
possible start. The assistant starter
whips in to help encourage any horse
that is reluctant to line up or jump
off.
On the flat the starters job is much
more complex. Every horse that
has ran on the flat has a history
and this is used to determine if a
horse is loaded in its draw order
or not. On arriving at the start, the
starters check that the stalls are
in the correct place and that the
correct stall numbers are up. The one
starting the race tests that the stalls

are working correctly before any
horse arrives. The starter doing the
load will issue the stalls handlers the
horse that they are loading and give
any instructions as to the order they
will load. Horses who need a blind to
load go first despite their draw order.
We do not check girths on the flat,
stalls handlers do that. After the race
we then update each horses history
onto the database for the future.
Starters also do the stalls test before
racing. If a horse has been withdrawn
or caused a problem on numerous
occasions it is issued with a report
that prevents it from running until it
has passed a stalls test. To pass, the
horse must behave itself in the stalls
for 60 seconds.

Ollie Mann writes:The Clerk of the Scales role is effectively the management of all activities that occur in the weighing room.
We are responsible for ensuring that
any changes to the published card
are sent around the course and to
the off course betting public. This is
everything from publishing non-runners, colour changes, jockey changes
and changes to weights if necessary.
All races have conditions for which
a horse has to be eligible for and
we check that the conditions in the
card match those published in the
racing calendar, as well as making
sure that any horse that has won the
day before is running under its pen-

alty. If a weight is wrong we contact
Weatherbys and identify the correct
weight and adjust it and make sure
the racing public are made aware
of the weight to be carried by the
horse. If there are any changes to the
published race card (non-runners/
jockey changes/ colour changes) we
also ensure that the other race-day
teams are informed of the changes as
it will affect their race planning and
preparation.
The principle duty of the clerk of
scales is to weigh jockeys out and in
for each race. We will always weigh
in a jockey who has finished in a prize
money place, and we will randomly
select races for an all weigh where
all jockeys who finish the race have
to weigh in. On weighing out we are
checking and ensuring the right jockey is wearing the right colours, has
the right number cloth and is exactly
the weight he is due to carry, including saddle, weight cloth, pads and
girths. Once a jockey weighs out he
is not allowed to change any of the
items he was wearing and the trainer
cannot change the pads or cloths under the saddle. Everything has to stay
the same and if the jockey or trainer
does change anything they can be
reported.
On weighing back in the jockey has
a tolerance threshold of 1.5lbs over
weight and 1lb underweight. Any
more than this in each direction will
result in an objection by the clerk of

scales and a stewards enquiry. The
tolerance is in place to allow for poor
weather conditions where rain and
mud may be collected on the jockeys
silks and in extreme warm weather
a jockey may be sweating a lot and
due to being dehydrated may lose a
small amount of weight. If the jockey
is found to have weighed in more
than a 1lb underweight the horse is
disqualified. If the jockey weighs in
2lbs or more over weight the jockey
is reported and if found in breach he
is usually given a number of days ban
and a fine.
Clerks of scales will also manage
horses that are sold or claimed in
those races and inform the stable
manager if a horse is transferred to a
new owner after those races.

Thank you very much to
Ollie, Jane and Lee for taking
the time to provide the
above descriptions which
I’m sure our members
will appreciate and enjoy
reading.
By
Jamie Sharp

Life at Jonjo’s
By Jo O’Neill

The month of March ended
as it began: at Uttoxeter, with
Doesyourdogbite (Gromit) when he
ran in blinkers for the first time. He
ran a lot better but sadly got boxed
in. Next time, he will be upped to
three miles (as he’s got older, he’s
got slower!) or maybe he’ll have a
spin on the Flat. He is very well at
the moment, and happy – wiggling
about when pulling up at the top of
the gallops and prancing all the way
home.

Flat jockey Fran Berry, older
brother of our head lad Alan,
announced his retirement. Back
in January, he sustained serious
back and rib fractures after a fall at
Wolverhampton. For the past few
seasons, he has ridden a lot of our Flat
runners – and winners! Back in 2013,
he rode Well Sharp to victory at Royal
Ascot and we are proud to have been

a tiny part of his successful career,
giving him a handful of his 1387
winners. As staff, Fran was always
very good to us; always weighing out
early if we were alone or doing double
weigh-outs. We will all miss him lots
but wish him lots of luck in the future.

On the first day of Aintree, head
of travelling Harrison Day drove up
John Dina and Champagne At Tara,
and it rained all day. Yet, ‘Champers’
did us all proud by finishing third – he
has run brilliantly all season. On the
Friday, Matty Gill and Tedham went
up with Harrison. It was like returning
home for Liverpudlian lad, Matty, who
was bouncing just to go there. ‘Teddy’
ran a creditable race; I think, he’ll
have a bright future.
The next day, Harrison drove
up again with Michelle Marsh and
Minella Rocco, and Forza Milan (Foz)
and me. Foz ran over hurdles and it
was a buzz to go – the atmosphere
is tingly and unbeatable. Sadly, he
pulled up and, a little later, had blood
coming from a nostril.

There was a lengthy wait
until Rocco in the Grand National, so
I jumped at the chance to help friend
and head of travelling to Tim Vaughn,
Andrea Kelly. Debece was rather hotheaded and excitable and dragged
us both round. Suddenly, Alice
Plunkett was there, shadowed by a
cameraman, thrusting a microphone
in my face. I felt a right phoney,
because I didn’t really know what to
say and felt I was stealing Andrea’s
spotlight. On the other hand, she
giggled throughout and was delighted
it was me, not her! Then we were
hauled on past Alice and I could sigh
with a moment of relief, apart from
we were still being pulled all over the
paddock and felt incredibly sweaty in
our Randox-sponsored coats.

It was great to be in the packed
paddock when the National runners
were circling and I felt proud of
Michelle and Rocco, who behaved
himself impeccably. Harrison and I
stood there, a few metres from owner
JP McManus and racing manager
Frank Berry, and near other massive

names in racing. Then there was the
National Anthem and the horses went
out. I lost Harrison and Michelle at
this point, for they watched it across
the course, and I stayed at the edge
of the wash-off area, near to the
humongous, solid police horses who
were waiting to bring in the winner.
The big screens were visible if I
squinted and I saw Richie McLernon
and Rocco go past once and then I
misplaced him after that.
Tiger Roll was a worthy
double winner and I watched in glee
as his groom, Louise Magee, a few
feet from me, go crazy and belt over
to him. To be there on such a historical
day, to witness a horse emulate Red
Rum, will always be in my heart; to
see before my eyes how amazing this
sport is. Anyway, I eventually found
Harrison and Michelle and we waited
for Rocco to return. Richie had looked
after him and, in return, Rocco had
jumped like a stag. It was just a relief
that both had returned safely.

On a miserable grey and wet

Monday, I had gone to Cotswold
Baguettes situated in Stow-on-theWold for lunch, a little treat after
getting cold and soaked through all
morning. As I was queuing, Harrison,
Henry Morshed, and Matty strolled
in – there was a lot of Jewson blue
uniform in the cosy shop! Those three
were buying the delicious, jampacked
baguettes to cure their hangovers!
As stable staff, we get well practised
using a pressure washer: inside and
outside of the lorries, empty stables
every summertime, feed pots and
cars. My summer job is to wash all the
rugs, send them away for repairing
and arrange them orderly in the rug
room. The lightweight stable rugs and
thin sheets go into the big industrial
washing machine, but the thick,
heavyweight top rugs must be power
hosed. I spread them out like bearskin
rugs, blast them with jets of hot water
and bubbles, flip them over repeat
with the inside lining. By now, the
saturated rugs weigh a ton and I rinse
them in cold water, blasting away any
remaining dirt and encrusted poo!
These are left to drip-dry in the fresh
air (and hopefully sunshine) before
drying thoroughly in the drying room
for a few days.

On the 13th, I drove the three
runners to Bangor, accompanied
by Ellie Mayo. Ellie has been here
just over a year, a graduate from
the Northern Racing College and is
becoming a very accomplished rider,
often working and schooling horses.
‘Her’ Orrisdale (Orri) won the bumper
– he is a big gelding by Oscar and the
win gave me a lot of satisfaction. I had
ridden Orri a lot and found him lazy,
babyish and one who I took upsides
a lot. Yet, I knew he wasn’t useless,
just backwards. Seeing him stay on
powerfully and pass the line in front,
gave me joy as I had played a small
part in bringing him on. It was the
first of Ellie’s horses to win for her, so
it meant a lot to her too.

Earlier on, in the canteen, we had
watched Cloth Cap run a brilliant race
to finish third in the Scottish Grand
National. Harrison had taken him up
the day before and had a brilliant
time. I was unsure of how trustworthy
his denial of Ayr nightlife was in an
early morning interview with Luke
Harvey! It was a great day to give our

long-time supporter Mr Hemmings a
winner and a third.

Everyone was struck by the
symbolism of a lamb ambling up to
the back of the yard on Good Friday.
The previous lunchtime the farmer
had moved the herd, and this little
lamb had got left behind. He had
struck a lonely, vulnerable sight
all by himself, bleating pitifully. By
third lot, he had wandered through
the open gate and near to the yard.
Alan rescued him, Flo nicknamed
him Barney and he posed for a lot of
photos. He had the most soft, spongy
wool and big eyes, and Daisy was
fascinated with him. There was talk
of shampooing him and keeping him
as a mascot, and a lawnmower for the
yard but, eventually, Harrison and I
returned him to the field, soon losing
him amongst all his fellow lambs.

The next day, I undertook
the long journey up to Carlisle in
a two-box, whilst Amber Cartlidge
undertook her first driving job in the
other one. Amber is one of our work
riders, who has previously spent many
years with Ben Pauling and is studying
for a degree at the Royal Agricultural
College in Cirencester. She is a great
horsewoman, riding in her first pointto-point and winning an open team
chase in the autumn.
It is a long way, but we did
not have a bad day: three thirds. Well,
Dartmoor finished third in a three
horse race, so he was basically last,
but third place sounds a lot better! It
emerged that about 10:15 on Good
Friday night that there was a breakin at Jackdaws Castle. Unlike other
yards who are wide open or visible
from a road, the Castle is concealed
and with the big gates and, being well
lit, has always felt secure. Yet, they
drove through a hedge, cut padlocks,
moved CCTV cameras and tried the
workshop shutter-doors for alarms.
Apparently, it was probably more of a
reconnaissance than an opportunistic
theft. Since then, there has been
a hired security guard patrolling at
night-time. He has a dog which is
trained to bring down three men – I
hope drunken revellers are careful
returning from the Plough late at
night for they could be in for a shock!
Luckily for me, on Easter
Sunday, Big Penny was a non-runner

at Ffos Las, so I had a day off. The
next day, I took Wasdell (Wozzy) to
Plumpton, which has never been a
favourite course of mine and I had
not been since September 2012.
Wozzy pulled up and obviously had a
problem, and she had blood coming
from her nose. She such a well
behaved girl, it is horrible to see her
burst blood vessels. It was a scorching
day, rather than my memories of
Plumpton when it usually rained and
once we were ankle-deep in water in
the stables! Sadly, I couldn’t get a 99
from the ice cream van because the
queue was so long!

On Easter Tuesday, I got a surprise
day out with Young Wolf to Ludlow
– Harrison could not go because he
had a dental appointment. Wolfie
is a bit of a character – no one is
stupid enough to attempt to plait his
tail as he’s handy with a kick. Yet, he
goes sleepy when his mane is plaited
and turns a bit savage when he gets
brushed. I was delighted when he
won under Jonjo Junior O’Neill – for
the jockey especially, because Wolfie

is far from an easy ride. Going out on
the final circuit, two horses almost ran
out towards the stables and Wolfie
bolted through the gap and no one
else could get near him!
The next day, I took Mont
Royale (Monty) to Southwell for a
‘twilight’ meeting. Monty is a real
sweetheart but sadly pulled up. His
heart seemed to be far from racing
and, at 11, he is probably craving a
different life well away from galloping
over fences.
Another season has flown by. It
has been far from our best season for
results or winners, but we can now
move onwards. A lot of youngsters
and ‘pointers have been purchased,
including some very expensive ones.
There’s an optimism within the yard
and I, for one, am keeping everything
crossed for good winners next season.
Meanwhile, I’m going to enjoy this
summer, with holidays to Ireland and
Cornwall already booked, and days
at home riding my own ex-racehorse
and definitely lots of dog walking!

Upton Viva Stud
By JLB

When it’s raining, blowing a gale,
cold and miserable and I’m knee
deep in mud here on top of the
hill, there are times that I wonder
why I do this job................and
then January comes round and
my girls (mares) are in and the
anticipation of delivering foals is
on my mind, with dreams of what
the future holds for them, it’s only
then that I realise I know I could
do no other job. The fruition of
the previous years labour arrives
in a little wet, squirming, totally
uncoordinated bundle and I
feel so elated that all the winter
memories fade away and the
cycle of life carries on once more.
Spring is my favourite time of
year with temperatures on the up,
everything is bursting into life and
the landscape takes on a whole
new look with the birth of foals,
lambs and wildlife alike...........I’m
so very lucky to live in such a
wonderful, picturesque part of the
country and am very happy to live
in this bubble I call home.

Stravinsky Dance foaled a very
nice colt by Kayf Tara on 16th
April and just like Liberthine did
last month, Sky cooked her baby
for almost an extra month! (366
days) We have called him Dan
after the stallion man who looks
after Kayf at Overbury. Over
the years I’ve had a couple of
mares go over their due date by
three to four weeks but not two in
succession and not at this time of
year. At the end of the day Mother
Nature has the upper hand and
there’s nothing we can do so long
as the mare is healthy and happy.
Sky will visit Sir Percy later next
month.

The text book says that when your
mares time comes, she will wax
up, drip colustrum and generally
foal within 48 hours, however
Libby and Sky obviously havn’t
read the book as neither of them
waxed up until in actual labour so
for most of March and April I was
sitting up, just waiting.................I
have cameras on the foaling
boxes, linked to my house, so I
keep an eye on the girls from
home until 10pm and then stay
down in the barn in my office
thereafter. In the quiet of the night
the only sounds to be heard are
the contented breathing of the
mares while nibbling on their hay
nets and my yard cat George
purring as he’s allowed into the
warm office to keep me company.

Polly Peachum also foaled a colt
on May 1st by Getaway.............
this one was on time! Polly is a
very straightforward mare and
does everything as per the text
book. She had waxed up on the
evening of April 30th so I stayed
down the barn, “sitting up”, and

she dutifully produced her foal
at 2.30 in the morning. We have
called him Jack after a character
in The Beggars Opera, like his
dam. Polly will visit Blue Bresil
next month.
The four covered and in foal
mares have now been turned
away after all having their 60 day
scans and will spend the summer
enjoying the sun (hopefully) and
getting fat! They are no longer
on any hard feed just a vitamin/
mineral supplement and good
grazing.

We are always striving to improve
the studs grassland so that the
young stock have sufficient
nutrition to grow into strong and
healthy horses without the need to
feed too many supplements. We
use an organic based fertiliser and
try not to use weed killer unless
absolutely necessary. Spot
spraying of nettles, docks and
thistles is necessary but also very
time consuming, however the less
chemicals we use, the healthier
the ground and grass will be.

We have an agronomist advising
us and annually take grass and
soil samples to help us achieve
our goal and are lucky that the
majority of our summer grazing is
old established parkland on which
the horses appear to thrive.
This year we have invested in
two new pieces of equipment that
I hope will help us improve the
newer laid down grass paddocks
and we are also doing a re
seeding programme over the next
few years. The new mix is specific
to horses and also contains plenty
of herbs.
The new pieces of kit are
designed to top, scarify and
collect grass/muck......this will not
only improve the soil and grass
but will over time eradicate the
need to spray off weeds as they
will never reach maturity. We
always “poo pick” by hand, the
smaller paddocks but it certainly
would not be cost or time effective
to use this method on the larger
paddocks. I’m looking forward
to seeing how this kit works and
the end result over the next few
months.
Two of our prospective
broodmares had a return to form
on their last run before coming
home for their summer holidays
with Printing Dollars coming
second at Ayr, 2 1/2 lengths off

the winner on 12/4 while Elusive
Belle won well at Warwick on
10/4. They have now been
roughed off and turned away to
enjoy their break and both will
return to their respective trainers
in the autumn after pre training at
home, with a view to going novice
chasing next season.

Theatre Territory has had a busy
season, always knocking on
the door and trying her best but
finally broke her duck by winning
at Exeter on 16/4. She is a tough
and consistent mare, having run
22 times under rules and only out
of the frame seven times.

Another win was for our home
bred The Jaffna Queen aka Amy,
at Mollington, our local point to
point on 6th May. She is a six year
old out of Shatabdi by Black Sam
Bellamy and trained at home.
Amy has overcome numerous
problems not least having kissing
spine surgery eighteen months
ago so her win was all the more
meaningful as she won in front
of a home crowd and one of the
course vets, Claire Sawyer, had
conducted her surgery. Black Sam
Bellamy’s offspring apparently
get better with age so we are all
looking forward to seeing her
running again next season.

Q&A with
Isabel William
By Jamie Sharp
Q How and where did you first

become interested in horses

A Growing up on the family racing

yard.

Q What inspired you to take up
competitive race riding

A From riding out at home in my
summer holidays

Q Most memorable ride to date and

Q Favourite Racecourse
A Chepstow
Q Most difficult Racecourse to ride

why

A My first ever winner which was

Tennant Farmer in Lower Machen
P2P, the first winner will always be the
most memorable

Q If you could ride any horse which
one would it be
A Native River

Q A horse to follow for the
remainder of the current NH season
A Silver Streak

Q Who do you turn to for advice and
guidance
A My Father - Evan Williams

Q Food heaven and food hell
A Chocolate, Cherry Tomatoes

and why

Q What do you think racing does

finish 2nd

A Brings all ages and backgrounds

A Warwick because I always seem to

We still have one mare to foal,
Free Thinking/Kayf Tara but as
the newsletter is taking a break for
the summer I will update you all in
September. Hope everyone has
a wonderful summer and maybe
see some of you in July for a stud
tour..........

behind a phone

Q Best horse you have ridden and
why

A Buywise as he has won a Grade 2

Chase and been placed in many of the
top handicap chases.

Q Who do you admire in racing
A Katie Walsh
Q Favourite TV racing presenter/

summariser

A Hayley Moore
Q What is a typical day for you
A Riding out every morning and

stable duties in the afternoon if I am
not racing.

Q What are your hobbies
A I like to keep fit, and particularly
enjoy running

Q Favourite holiday location
A Port Andratx, Mallorca
Q Pet hate(s)
A Social media trolls who hide

best

together

Q What is your worst habit
A Biting my nails
Q What is your most treasured

possession

A My dogs, Nancy & Dotty
Q Social media – friend or foe
A Foe
Q Do you have a nickname
A People call me Izzy

Q Fast forward 10 years – what
would you ideally like to be doing

A I would like to ride my claim out

Q&A with
Charlie Todd
By Jamie Sharp

I started working weekends
at Alan Swinbanks yard
while I was still at school
and i commenced full time
employment in racing at the
age of 18.

Q What inspired you to take
up competitive race riding

A When I started hunting

at the age of 10 I was
surrounded with a few lads
who thought it would be
good for me to go into racing

Q Most memorable ride to

date and why

I have worked at Ian Williams
A When I rode Born To
Racing since 1st May 2018
Spend at Nottingham, first
and racing has always been
winner for the boss
my passion even whilst i was
at school. I hope one day that
i will be a professional jockey Q If you could ride any horse
which one would it be

A Sprinter Sacre

Q Who do you admire in

racing

A Sean Bowen

Q What is your worst habit
A Eating takeaway food

Q Favourite TV racing

Q What is your most

presenter/summariser

A Luke Harvey

treasured possession

A My car

Q What is a typical day for

Q Social media – friend or

A Mucking out to start with

A Friend

you

then riding 4 lots followed by
afternoon stables and then I’ll
watch the racing

Q What are your hobbies
A Horse Racing

foe

Q Do you have a nickname
A No
Q Fast forward 10 years –

what would you ideally like to
be doing

advice and guidance

Q Favourite holiday location A I’d like to be a professional
A Dubai
jockey

first become interested in
horses

and my agent Ian Popham are
all good to ask for advice

Q Pet hate(s)
A Bad manners, e.g not

when I was 13 with my sister
and became interested after
that

Q Favourite Racecourse
A Cheltenham

Q Who do you turn to for
Q How and where did you
A I went for riding lessons

A My cousin, Dave Crosse

saying thank you

Q Food heaven and food hell
A Chicken nuggets / Sprouts
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